
Korean Umlaut Revisited* 

Hyunsoon Kim 

This paper examines what conditions Korean Umlaut. S ince Umlaut 
involves the place assimilation of a back vowel to a following high front 
vocoid across a consonant or cluster. we might raise a question of whether 
the process is conditioned by the place of articulation of an intervening 
consonant or cluster. as usually assumed in the literature. Or we might ask 
ourselves whether there is something else other than phonological accounts 
for the occurrence of Korean Umlaut. 

In thi s paper. a surve,' of Korean Umlaut was made for the questions 
raised in the above. The results of the surve,' show that the place of 
articulation of an intervening consonant or cluster is not consistent with 
conditioning Umlaut. and that it is by non- phonological variables -- lexical. 
dialectal and individual differences -- that Korean Umlaut ma,' or may not 
be triggered. Based on the results of the sun'e,·. it is proposed that Korean 
Umlaut is phonologically represented as the spread of the secondary vocalic 
feature [coronal] to a preceding vowel across an intervening consonant or 
cluster, regardless of its place of articulation. and that it is a sound change 
called lexical diffus ion. 

1. Introduction 

Korean Umlaut is a vowel mutation In which the non-front vowels -- lu, 
0, i / as well as l a, 'dl among the ten monophthongs of Modem Korean 
(e.g., Lee 1972, Huh 1985) -- are fronted when followed by a high front 
vocoid, across an intervening consonant or cluster, as shown in (I)1, 2 

• An earlier version of this paper was orally presented at the 31 th Annual 
Linguistics Conference held at Language Hesearch Institute, Seoul National University. 
I am very grateful for helpful comments from two anonymous reviewer s. Any errors 
are mine. This work was supported by the Brain Korea 21 project. 

1 In general. umlauted fomls are often used in informal speech, but they are likelY 
to be avoided in formal speech, because they are regarded as non-standard Korean. 
not as Standard Korean spoken by educated middle class Seoulites. 

2 One might say that Umlaut al so occurs when there is no inervening consonant at 
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(1) Korean Umlaut 

front back 

high y u 

1 t 
mid e 0 0 

1 t 
low £: a 

1 
e.g. 

/ a ki/ [a.gi] [£.gi] 'baby' 3 ,~ 

!fSamkita/ [fSamgida] [tS£:m.gi.da] 'to be flooded' 

/ sokita/ [so.gida] [s0.gida] 'to deceive 

/ fSukita/ [fsu.gi .da] [fsy.gida] 'to kill ' 

Korean Umlaut has been much di scussed 111 the literature, especially 111 

temls of the place of articuJation of an intervening consonant or cluster. It is 

a general consensus that non-coronal consonants are transparent to Umlaut when 

they are between the trigger and the target vowel (e.g., Kim 1973, Ramsey 

all. which was suggested b)' Lee (]935) and Chung (]938). Hut see Choi (1989) for 
histOlical accounts against the suggestion. In this paper. following Choi (] 989), I 
assume that Umlaut occurs just when there is an intervening consonant or cluster. 

J The dot in phonetic transcription indicates a s,;llable boundar,'. In inter"Vocalic position 
a voiceless plain stop is usually voiced in Korean. 

I For reference, the Korean consonant inventory assumed in this paper is based on 
Kim (1997, 1999b): 

labial coronal velar glottal 

alveolar palatal 

plain stops p 

aspirated stops p h th 

tense stops p t' 

plain affricate tS 
aspirated affricate Eh 

tense affricate E' 
plain fricatives s h 

tense fricative s 

nasals m n o 
lateral 

glides IV (IV) 
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1978). But, as for the place of articulation of an intervening coronal consonant or 

cluster in Umlaut, there have been a lot of di screpancies in the literature, some 

of which are as follows: a) all coronal consonants block the rule of Umlaut (e.g., 

Kim 1973); b) all coronal consonants except for the lateral /l/ block Umlaut (e.g., 

Ahn 1%'9); c) no coronal consonants block Umlaut (e.g , Chung 1938, Kim 1%3); 

d) only coronal affiicates block Umlaut (e.g., Hun1€! 19x)) 

First. Kim (]973) among others proposes that Korean Umlaut does not 

apply when an intervening consonant is coronal, and that it occurs only 

when an intervening consonant is either labial or dorsal. as shown in (ZP 

(2) 

a. [ka.si] *[kcsi] 'thorn 

[ri.di] *[e.di] where 

[ri.mri.ni] *[ri.me. ni] mother 

[so.li] * [s"ui] 'sound' 

[ka.tsi] *[kcozi] 'branch' 

[ku.dZi] *[ky.dzi] 'insistently 

[s0.bu.tshi] * [sQ).by.rshi] 'metal' 

b. [no.p'\da] [n0.p"ida] 'to elevate' 

[a.bi] [cbi] 'father 

[nu.bi .da] [ny.bi .da] 'to embroider 

[ri.mi] [e.mi] mother 

[tsi.phan.i] [fSi.phrn.i] 'walking s tick' 

[mcgi.da] [me.gi.da] 'to feed ' 

[a.gi] [cgi] 'infant' 

[so.gi.da] [s0.gi.da] 'to deceive 

[fSugi.daJ [fSy.gi.daJ 'to kill' 

Based on the South Hamkyeng dialect of North Korea, Ramsey (1978) notes 

that the dialect has a productive umlaut system, and that the rule of 

Umlaut does not apply across a "coronal" consonant. 

Second, from dialects spoken in middle parts of South Korea such as 

dialects to the north of Chwungcheng province, Ahn (]989) proposes that 

among coronal consonants Umlaut only applies across an intervening lateral 

/1/ preceded by an un rounded vowel in a verb, as shown in (3a); that 

Umlaut never occurs even in a verb when the intervening liquid is the 

o Kim (1973) does not mention which dialec t is concerned illld who his infom1ants 
were in (2). 
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geminate lateral / 11/, as shown in (3b); and that it never applies 111 

non-delived nouns, even across a single / 1/, as shown in (3c).6 

(3) 

a. [s'i.ri .da] [s'i.ri.da] 'to be sore 

[ta.ri.da] [u::.ri.da] 'to iron 

[ja.ri.da] [j£.ri.da] 'to be tender 

[ka.rj ap. t'a] [k£.rjap.t'a] 'to be itchy 

[a.ri.da] [e.ri.da] 'to be young 

[pa.ri .da] [pe.ri.da] 'to throwaway 

vs. [u.ri.da] ' [y.ri.da] 'soak out ' 

[pu.ri.da] '[py.rida] 'to work (a person)' 

[rsu.rida] * [rsr.ri.da] 'to be hungry for 

b. [kal.l i.da] *[kel.li .da] 'to be hooked' 

[mal.li .da] *[m£l.Ii .da] 'to stop 

[kul.li.da] * [kyl.l i.da] 'to rol l' 

c. [ta.ri] * [t£.ri] 'bridge 

[mu.ri] *[my.ri] 'throng 

[ma.ri] *[me.ri] 'head' 

[rsha .rj e] * [rsh£.rje] order 

The other proposal for an intervening consonant or cluster in Umlaut is 

concerned w ith the North Phyengan dialect of North Korea where no 

coronal consonants block Umlaut, as shown in (4) (e.g., Chung 1938, Kim 

1963, Toh 1981, Choi 1982, Choi 1984, Kim 1985). 

(4 ) 

[ma.di] [m£.di] 'knot' 

[tsha dzi.hada] [tsh£.dzi.ha.da] 'to occupy 

[rsCl .fs~i .da] [tse ts\da] 'to turn over 

[sClnnjCl] [sen.njCl] 'nymph' 

[kan.dzi.Jdm] [k£n.dzi.Jdm] 'tickling 
, 

[man.dzi.da] [m£n.dzi.da] 'to touch' 

[sa.rs\ha.da] [s£.ts\ha.da] 'to be extravagant' 
[Cl. rshi] [e.tshi] 'worth' 

6 Ahn does not pro\'ide information on how he collected ili s data, II'ho were his 
informants, and to which dialects they belonged. Note that the intervoca lic lateral IV 
in (3) is changed imo [rl in Korean. 
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Finall y, the proposal tha t only coronal affli cates block the rule of 

Umlaut while the other coronal consonants are transparent to it. comes 

from Hume (] 990) whose data are based on her work with two native 

speakers of the Kyengsang dialect of South Korea.' As shown in (5), 

her data show Umlaut across non-coronal consonants and a ll coronal 

consonants , e:\.cept afflicates. 

(5) 

a. Umlaut occurs : 

i) across a non-coronal consonant: 

/kokil [ke.gi] meat 

Imak + hi + tal [me.khi.da] 'to be eaten 

I fSuk + i + tal [fSy.g ida] 'to kill' 

l apil [£.bi] 'father 

I rs"anphpil [r~hn.phi] 'shame 

I sum + ki -I- ta! [sym.gi.da] 'to hide' 

ii ) across an anterior coronal: 

/ki li + ta! [ki.n .da] 'to draw, paint' 

Isalp" + i + ta! [s£l.p"i.da] 'to inspect closely' 

I tati + ta! [te.dida] 'moving slowly' 

Iputil [pi di] 'by all means 

lfSantil [ts£n.di] 'lawn 

b. Umlaut is blocked across an affricate: 

/katsV [ka.fShi] *[kLtshi] 
, 
value 

I tafsi + ta! [tadzi.da] *[tLdzi.da] 'to mince 

I tofsi +ta! [to.dzi.da] *[te.dzi.da] worsenmg of an illness 

Ihutsi + ta! [hu.dzi.da] *[hy.dzi.da] 'to be old- fashioned' 

Ip'\ :ltsi + ta! [p\).dzi.da] *[phe.dzi.da] 'to spread out' 

7 According to Hume (p.c.), she worked with one native speaker in his late thirties from 
I-'usan. South K)'engsang province. and consulted another native speaker. In the data in (5). 

the word I kafs"i / is not a native Korean word but a Sino- I\.orean word where Umlaut is 
not usuall)' expected. though there are some few exceptions. as we will discuss below. 
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The disagreements about which intervening consonant blocks Umlaut in 

the above lead us to reconsider the process with a question of whether 

non-coronals are always transparent to Umlaut, while all coronals always 

block it or they do so except 11/ or only affricates block it, as usually 

assumed in the literature. T o answer the question on Korean Umlaut, a 

survey was conducted. As we will see later, it is shown in the survey that 

the place of articulation of an intervening consonant or cluster is not 

consistent with conditioning Umlaut. Rather it is shown that Korean Umlaut 

is conditioned by non- phonological variables such as lexical, dialectal and 

indi vidual clifferences. Based on the results of the survey, it is proposed that 

Korean Umlaut is phonologically represented as the spread of the secondary 

vocalic feature [coronal] to a preceding vowel across an intervening 

consonant or cluster, regardless of its place of articulation, and that it is a 

sound change called lexical di ffusion. 

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the data and 

results of the survey; section 3 is a proposal of Korean Umlaut; and section 

-'1 is a brief conclusion of thi s paper. 

2. A Survey of Umlaut 

2.1 . Data 

The total number of the subjects who participated in the survey is thirty 

four, and they were students, government officials, artists and people associ

ated with church work, such as a pastor. The dialects to which the subjects 

belonged ranged from the Seoul dialect to two southern dialects (Kyengsang 

and Cella), and two middle dialects (Chwungcheng and Kyengki) in South 

Korea. Eight of the subjects belonged to the Seoul dialect; ten of them to the 

Kyengsang dialect; seven of them to the Cella dialect; four of them to the 

Chwungcheng dialect; and five of them to the Kyengki dialect.8 Test words 

were prepared from previous studies such as Kim (1973), Hume (19<:X) and 

others, and also from my O\vn consultation of a Korean dictionary in which 

appropriate words were chosen where back vowels are followed by a high 

H The dialectal classifications of speakers are based on where the subjects were 
born and grew up in their teens and twenties. See Appendix 1 for further infomlation 
on our subj ects. 
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front vocoid across one or more intervening consonants. The test words were 

all native Korean, except for several Sino- Korean words which were included 

to see whether Umlaut applies if Sino-Korean words are perceived as native 

due to their frequency . In the test words, there were some words where a 

back vowel is followed by the high front rounded vowel /y/ or the palatal 

glide / j/ , as in / ipsaky/ 'leaf' and / eljepta/ 'to be difficult'. to see whether 

these contexts trigger vO'vvel franting, since these vocoids are specified as 

(coronal, - antelior] like the vowel / i/.() In test words were also included native 

Korean and Sino- Korean words followed by the subject marker / i/ , and some 

Sino-Korean words whose final mOIl)heme has the high front vocoid /1/ or / j/. 10 

The total number of the test words is one hundred thirty two. 

In a questionnaire, the test words were wlitten with their umlauted al

temants in Korean and mixed them up so that the subjects would focus 

on ly on whether they have vowel fronling in test words, not noticing the 

main purpose of the survey. Given ques tionnai res in my presence. subjects 

were asked to write down their resrxmses in the fo llowing ways: a) if they 

use the umlauted altemations in their own speech. they were asked to wlite 

'0' ; b) if they never use the umlauted altemations in their own speech, they 

were asked to wlite ·x'. 

2.2. Resu lts 

In (6) are the results when the intervening consonant is non- coronal with 

dialects presented in the fo llowing order: southem dialects (Kyengsang and 

Cella dialects), the Seoul dialect, middle dialects (Kyengki and Chwungcheng 

dialects). Umlauted altemants with franted vo wels are marked in bold face 

in the first column in (6) . A female subject is refen-ed to as F and a male 

subject as M, and results are sorted out in terms of the total numbers of 

"0" responses for each test word in the las t column and for each subject 

in the last row. 

'1 See Appendix 2 for the test words with their umlauted altemants. classified by 
the place of articulation of an intervening consonant or cluster. All examples therein 
confom1 to the morphological conditions mentioned above. except that adverbs are 
included. 

10 See Appendix 2 (j l. 
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(6) when the intervening consonant is non-coronal (] 7 items) 

a, K~'engsang dialect (10 subjects) 
Total 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 M1 !'I'l2 M3 M4 !'II5 "0" 
responses 

[e,gi] 0 

[sa,ul.kro'alds'en.i] 0 

[se,k'i,da] x 
[se,gida] x 
[k'£,k'i,da] 0 

[rsygida] 0 

[e,gi,da] x 
[p'egida] 0 

[ka,Ozem.i] 0 

[s0gida] x 
[son,Oz£, bi] 0 

[tho be,gi] 0 

[k0gi] x 
[£bi] x 
[ke,bjp,t'a] x 
[ip,s'e,ky] x 
[sa,meky] x 

Total 
"0" responses 8 

x 0 000 0 0 

o 0 x 0 0 0 0 

xxxxxxx 
x x x x x x 0 

xx x xx x x 
o x x xo 0 0 

x x x x x x x 
xx x xx x x 
o x x x 0 0 0 

xxxxo xo 
oxxxo xo 
o xo xo 0 0 

x x x x x x 0 

ox 0 xo x 0 

x x x x x x 0 

oxxxo xo 
x x x x x x 0 

o 
o 
x 
o 
o 
x 
x 
x 
o 
x 
o 
o 
x 
o 
x 
x 
x 

o 
o 
x 
x 
x 
o 
x 
o 
o 
x 
o 
o 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

72329 5 13 8 7 64 

9 
9 
o 
2 
2 
6 
o 
.) 

7 
2 
6 
8 

5 
1 
3 
1 
64 

b, Cella dialect (7 subjects) 

F1 

[e,gi] 0 

[sa,ul.k'akTS'eu.iJ 00 

[se,k'i,da] x 
[se,gi,dal x 
[k' e .k'ida] x 
[fSygi,da] x 
[e,gi,da] x 
[p'e,gi,da] x 
[ka,dze,mi] x 
[s0gi ,da] x 
[son,dze.biJ x 
[thob£giJ x 
[k0gi] x 
[e,bi] x 
[ke,bj ap,t'a] x 
[ip,s'e,ky] x 
[sa,me,ky) x 

Total 

"0" responses 2 

F2 

o 
o 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
o 
x 
x 
x 
o 
x 
o 
x 
x 
x 

5 

F3 

o 
x 
o 
o 
x 
x 
x 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

14 

F4 

x 
o 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

o 

F5 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
o 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

2 

Total 
M1 M2 "0" 

responses 
o 0 5 
o 5 
x 0 2 
x 0 2 
x x 0 
x x 0 
x x 0 
o 0 4 
o 0 4 
x x 1 
o 0 3 
o 0 4 
x x 1 
o 0 4 
x 0 2 
x 0 2 
x 0 2 

41 

6 12 41 
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c. Seoul dialect (8 subjects) 
F1 F2 F3 

[£gi] 0 

[sa.uLk 'ak.tS'£ni] 0 

[se.k'ida] " 
[s£.gi.da] " 
[k ' £.k'i.da] " 
[[sygida] " 
[e,gida] " 
[p'e .gi .da] " 
[ka.cTZ£.mi] 0 

[s0.gida] " 
[sonaz£bi] 0 

[tho.b£gi] " 
[k0 gi] " 
[£bi] 0 

[k£.bjap.t"I] " 
[ip s '£k~ '] " 
[sa.m£.kl·] " 

Total 
"0 " responses 5 

o 
o 
x 
o 
x 
o 
x 
x 
o 
x 
x 
x 
x 
o 
x 
x 
x 

6 4 

d. Kyengki dia.lect (5 subj ects) 

F1 
[£gi} x 
[sa.uLk 'ald'S'£n,i} x 
[sek'ida] x 
[s£.gi.da) x 
[k '.£.k'i.da] x 
[fsy.gi da} x 
[e.gi.da) x 
[p'egi .da] x 
[kadz£.mil x 
[s0 .gi.cia] x 
[son.dZ£bi] x 
[e'o.b£.gi] 0 

[k0gi] x 
[£bi] 0 

[k£bjap.t'a] x 
[ip. s '£.I.;:y} 0 

[sa m£.ky] x 

Total 
"0 " responses 3 

F2 
o 
o 
x 
o 
x 
x 
x 
x 

o 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

4 

F3 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

o 

M1 

.) 

1\Il 
o 
o 
o 
o 
x 
o 
x 
x 
o 
x 
o 
o 
x 

o 
x 
o 
x 

10 

T otal 
1\'12 \'v[3 M4 M5 "0" 

o 
o 

o 

o 
x 
o 

5 

o 

o 

o 
o 

M2 
o 
o 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
o 
x 
x 
x 

3 

o 

o 
o 

() 

-I 

responses 
o 7 
x 5 
x 1 
x 2 
x 0 
x 1 
x 0 
x 0 
x 5 
x 0 
x 2 
x 3 
x 0 
x 5 
x 0 
x 0 
x 0 

31 

31 

Total 
"0" responses 
3 
3 

2 
o 
1 
o 
o 
2 
o 
1 
2 
o 
3 
o 
2 
o 
20 

20 
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e. Chwungcheng dialect (4 subjects) 

Ml 
[£gi) 0 

[sa.ulk'alds'£!J.i] 0 

[se.k'i.da] x 
[s£.gi.da] x 
[k' £.k'ida] x 
ffiygida] x 
[e.gida] x 
[p'egi.da] x 
[ka.dz£.mi] 0 

[s0.gi.da] x 
[son.dzebi] x 
[e'ob£.gi] 0 

[k0.gi] x 
[£.bi] x 
[k£.bjapt'a) x 
[ip.s'£.ky] x 
[sa.m£.ky] x 

Total 
"0" responses 4 

M2 
o 
o 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

2 

M3 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

o 

M4 
o 
o 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

2 

Total 
"0" responses 
3 
3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 

_0_ 
8 

8 

The results in (6) show three types of non-phonological variables: lexical, 

dialectal, and individual differences. First, we can note a high degree of lexical 

conditiorung. When the interverung consonant is non-coronal, the subjects did 

not always have vowel fronting , regardless of which dialect they spoke. The 

results also show that they had vowel fronting in certain words but not 

others, even across the same consonant. For instance, we can note that 

though vowel fronting applies quite productively across the stop IkI in the 

word / aki/ 'baby', the subjects did not report vowel fronting as productively 

across the same consonant in other testwords in (6). None of them reported 

having vowel fronting across the velar stop IkI in the word /akita/ 'to violate' 

in their own speech. In the two test words / p'akita/ 'to be haughty' and /sok 

+ i + ta/ 'to cheat' +caus., no subjects of the Seoul, Kyengki, and Chwungcheng 

dialects reported vowel fronting across the velar stop 1kI, whereas a few 

subjects in the Kyengsang and Cella dialects repoTted vowel fronting in these 

words. Another case would be vowel fronting across the velar tense s top /k'/. 

No subjects in any dialect, except Fl and M4 in the Kyengsang dialect, 

reported vowel fronting across the stop /k'/ in /k'ak'ital 'to bim' +caus. But in 

the test word /sak'ita/ 'to mix' + passive, no subjects in the Kyengsang dialect 

reported vowel fronting across the same velar stop /k'/, whi le a few subjects 
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in the Cella, Seoul and Kyengki dialects reported vowel fronting here. 

Second, the results in (6) also show dialect differences. Table 1 below 

shows the percentage of the "0" responses when an intervening 

consonant is non-corona l. The percentage of the " 0" responses across 

dialects is ~6% . among which the subjects in the Kyengsang di alect 

reported vowel fronting the most frequently (38%) which is followed by 

those in the Cella di alect (35%). whereas those in the Chwungcheng dialect 

reported vowel fronting the least frequently 0'2%) in their own speech. 

Table 1. The percentage of the "0" responses 

when the intervening consonant is non-coronal. 

K~'engsang 38 
Cella 35 
Seoul 23 
K~'engki 24 
Ch\~'ungcheng 12 

26 

From Table I we can also note that in the context. Umlaut occurs more in the 

two southem dialects of Kyengsang and Cella than in the other three dialects. 

Third , when we take a closer look at the resul ts in (6) in a single 

dialect, we also find substanti al individual differences in vowel fronting. 

That is, even in a single dialect several subjects reported more vowel 

fronting than others. For example, in the Kyengsang dialect (6a) , M3 had 

more tendency to report umlauted forms in hi s own speech (77%) than any 

other subject, whereas F3 and F5 had the least tendency (] 2%). In the 

Cella dialect (6b) F3 reported umlauted forms the most productively (82%) 

among the subjects across di alects, and is fo llowed by M2 who reported 

umlauted forms in hi s own speech (71%). But the rest of the subjects 

reported less umlauted forms in their own speech. In the Seoul di alect (6c), 

F2 reported umlauted f0l111S most productively (35%) among surveyed 

Seoulites, but the frequency of her umlauted fom1s is much lower than that 

of M3 in the Kyengsang di alect and those of F3 and M2 in the Cella 

di alect. The subjects in the Kyengki dialect (6d) also exhibit a similar 

tendency of vowel fronting in relation to the other dia lects: some subjects 

reported more vowel fronting than the others. The subject 1\11 reported 

umlauted fom1s the most (59%). while the other subjects reported only 

three or four umlauted f0l111S, or none in the case of F3. In the 

Chwungcheng dialect (6e)' the ubjects rarely used umlauted altem ants 
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except the two test words / aki/ 'baby' and /s;~ul k' aktsd!J i/ 'shrewd 

SeouJite', while ]\1[3 never used umlauted altem ants, even in the two test 

words where the other subjects speaking the same dialect and those 

speaking the other dialects in (6) reported umlauted altem ants, 

Furthemlore, the present s tudy also shows that there IS no strict 

condition of cross-di alect validi ty concerning the place of articulation of an 

intervening consonant or cluster. For instance, vowel fronting can apply not 

only across non-coronal consonants, as in (6), but also across coronals 

including an affricate, In particular, it is noteworthy that vowel fronting 

often appli es across an affricate as well as a consonant clus ter including a 

coronal affri cate. As shown in T able 2, a summary table of percentages 

comparing contexts in each dialect, the rate of vowel fronti ng of our 

subjects' own speech when the intervening consonant is a coronal affricate 

Table 2 Dialect pattern (%) across contexts ( "0" responses) 

Kyengsang Cella Seoul Kyengki Chwungcheng 

a, 38 3S 23 24 12 
b, 11 20 7 10 2 
c. 10 11 I 7 2 
d , 49 34 13 22 3 
e, 34 36 14 37 16 
f. 23 26 9 17 4 

g. 18 22 3 22 6 

h, 4 7 2 6 4 

1. 3 17 2 3 0 

j, 2 14 0 0 0 

overal l: 19 22 7 15 5 

a: when the intervening consonant is non -coronal 

b: when the in tervening consonant is a coronal affricate 

c: when the intervening consonant is a coronal s top, nasal or fricative 

d: when the intervening consonant is / 11 

e: when the intervening consonant clus ter is non-coronal 

f: I"hen the intervening consonant cluster includes a coronal affricate 

Average 

26 

10 

6 
24 

27 
16 

14 

5 

5 

3 

14 

g: when the intervening consonant cluster consists of a non- coronal conS()Jlant and a 

coronal consonant other than a coronal affricate 

h: when the intervening consonant cluster is entirely onl,' a coronal and contains no 

affricate 

i: when a native Korean or Sino-Korean word is followec1 by the subject rmrker /i/ 

j: Sino- Korean lI'ords II'hose seconcl morpheme contains Ii/ 
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(10% in (b)) is higher than when the intervening consonant is a coronal stop, 

nasal or fricati ve (6% in (c)); the rate of vowel fronting when the inter

vening consonant cluster includes a coronal affricate (16% in (0) is higher 

than when the intervening consonant cluster is a non-coronal and a coronal 

(]4% in (g)) or when the intervening consonant cluster is coronal (5% in (h)). 

In terestingly, Table 2 shows several strong tendencies in whi ch contexts do 

and do not favor Umlaut, though the process occurs across the contexts. 

The percentage of "0" responses across contexts is 14%. among which 

the percentage of the contexts (a). (d), and (e) is all above 20%. In 

particular. when we consider vowel fronti ng of the cluster I ntsl separately 

in the context wherein the intervening consonant cluster includes a coronal 

afflicate (f) . the percentage of "0" responses across dialects is 33%ll But. 

the percentage of the other contexts is much lower. Thi s shovvs that the 

subjects favored the contexts (a). (d). (e) and the consonant clus ter Intsl 
for vowel fronting . That is. single or double non-coronals (a. e). single 11/ 
(d) and the consonant cluster I ntsl in (f) are the most transparent contexts 

in vowel fronting. In contras t. sing le coronals including a coronal affri cate 

(b, c). coronal clusters (h. f) except Infs/ , non-coronal plus Itsl cluster (f) 

and geminates /kk/ (e) and Ill/ (h) are relatively more opaque contexts. It 

is a lso noteworthy that across contexts. coronal affricates do not behave 

much di fferently from coronal stops and fri catives, except that Intsl is much 

more transparent than Intl or Ins/. 
A closer examination of vowel fronting in a single dialect al so confimls 

the result of Table 2 that there is no strict condition on the pl ace of 

articulation of an intervening consonant or cluster. Instead of stri ct 

condition, our survey shows that the lexical conditioning of vowel fronting 

is extensively individual-specific, regardless of to which dialect an individual 

belongs. T able 3 illustrates individual-specific patterns by examining 

indi vidual responses from e.g. the Kyengsang di alect. plotted across 

11 The following table shows the percentage of "0" responses in each dialect 
when the intervening consonant cluster is I nts/. 

K\'engsang 36 
Cella 43 
Seoul 20 
K'·engki 32 
Chwungcheng _0_ 

33 
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contextsl2 M3 reported vowel fronting more frequently in his own speech 

than any other subject in the Kyengsang dialect, whereas F5 in the same 

dialect barely reported vowel fronting, regardless of whether the intervening 

consonant is non -coronal (a) or coronal including an affri cate (b, c. d). F2 

and iVI5 reported no vowel fronting in their own speech when the 

intervening consonant is a coronal s toP. nasa l or fricative (c) and when the 

in tervening consonant cluster is only a coronal and contains no affricate (h). 

But they reported vowel fronting in their own speech when the intervening 

consonant is a coronal afflicate (b) and when the intervening consonant 

cluster includes a coronal afflicate (f) . On the other hand, F3 and i\ I:2 

reported no vowel fronting in their own speech when the intervening 

consonant is a coronal afflicate (b), but they reported vowel fI-onting when 

the intervening consonant cluster includes a coronal afflicate (0. F I, i\ [1, 

M3 and i\ I4 reported vowel fronting in their own speech, no matter whether 

the intervening consonant and consonant clus ter is non -coronal (a, e). 

coronal including an affricate (b. c, d, f. h), or non-coronal plus coronal (g). 

Table 3 Individual-specific patterns in the Kyengsang dialect across contexts 

"0" responses) 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 1\ J] 1\ /2 1\ 13 [\ 14 M5 Total % Hank 

a. 8 7 2 3 2 9 5 13 8 7 64 38 2 
b. 5 4 0 3 0 4 0 9 3 29 11 6 
c. 3 0 0 0 I ;) 1 0 12 10 7 
d 8 ;) 2 5 0 6 4 7 6 6 49 49 I 
e. 8 4 3 9 5 7 8 2 47 34 3 
f. 5 3 1 0 1 5 1 ;) 2 4 27 23 4 
g. 2 I 0 I 0 2 I 4 3 2 16 18 5 
h. 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 I 0 7 4 8 
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 2 3 9 
j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 10 

Total 41 24 6 15 4 39 17 53 31 24 
% 32 19 5 12 3 30 13 40 26 19 
Hank 2 ;) 9 8 10 3 7 4 5 

In suppon of the results shown in the above, we can refer to the vowel 

front ing across the s ingle liquid /1/ and the geminate Ill/ in our survey. 

12 As references to the contexts of UmJaut. the a lphabetical letters in the firs t roll ' 

in Table 3 correspond to those in Table 2. 
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According to Ahn ( 989) , Umlaut does not apply when an intervening 

consonant is the geminate liquid 111/ in a verb, whereas it applies when the 

intervening lateral IV is preceded by an unraunded vowel. not by a rounded 

vowel in a verb, as shown in (3). But the present survey shows that it can 

apply in both contexts , fo llowing the same tendencies -- lexical. di alectal 

and individual differences -- as in the other contexts. 

Firs t of all , when the intervening consonant is the single liquid 11/ 

preceded by an un rounded vowel in a verb, some subjects fmm the middle 

di alects -- the Seoul di alect. the Kyengki di alect and the Chwungcheng 

di alect -- reported vowel fmnti ng in their own speech, partia lly confirrning 

Ahn's account. 1:l But seven of the seventeen subjects fmm these three 

dialects reported no vowel fmnting in the same context. 

Umlaut also applies even when an intervening consonant is the geminate 

liquid 111/ in a verb with the same tendencies, which is not consis tent with 

Ahn (J 989) 1~ For ins tance, when the interveni ng consonant is the geminate 

111/ in a verb, two s ubj ects (i\ '11 and FI ) in the Kyengki dialect reported 

vowel franting in the ir idiolects in the test words /fSal + li + tal 'to be cut ' 

and I tallital 'to run ', respecti vely, and one subject (M4) in the Chwungcheng 

dialects reported vowel fronting in hi s idiolect in the test word It'dl + li + tal 

' to shake' +caus. In the other test words no subj ects in the two dialec ts 

reported vowel fronting in their idiolects. In the Cella di alect, F3 reported 

vowel fronting in Iphal + Ii + tal 'to sell' + pass., whereas M2 did so in the 

three test words I tsal + li + tal 'to be cut' , Itallital 'to run' and It';}l + Ii + tal 

'to shake' +caus. In the Kyengsang dialect, only Fl reported vowel fronting 

in Isa+li +tal 'to make ali ve'. In contrast, in the case of the Seoul di alect 

no subjects reported vowel fronting across the geminate /11/ in their own 

speech except when MS had vowel fronting in the adverb I p'a lI i! 'quickly' . 

T able 4 shows the compari son of the umlauted cases across the 

intervening geminate liquid IlV in (a) and those across the single liquid N 
in (b), in temlS of percentage of "0" responses. As shown below, the 

subjects across dialects reported having vowel fronting even when the 

intervening consonant is /1V (a), a lthough umlauted cases were reported 

much more when the intervening consonant is IV (b). 

l :l See Appendix 3 for the results when the intervening consonant is the single liquid N. 

I I See Ap!:Jendix 2 (h) for the test words with the geminate liquid /IV in the present surve,·. 
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Table 4 The comparison of the percentage of "0" responses when the 

inteNening consonants are /11/ (a) and 11/ (b) 

a. /IV b. /1/ 

Kyengsang Kyengsang 49 

Cella 5 Cella 34 

Seoul Seoul 13 

Kyengki 3 Kyengki 22 

Ch \\'ungcheng 2 Chwungcheng 3 

2 24 

In addition. as lexical differences in the two contexts /1/ and /IV. we can 

note that our subjects reported vowel fronting frequent ly in some words but 

rarely in others across dialects. For instance. several subjects in the 

Kyengsang, Cella, Seoul and Kyengki dialects reported vowel front ing in 

e.g. the word Italital 'to iron', but none in the ChVlTtmgcheng dialect reported 

vowel fronting in the word. It is in the word Is 'ilital 'to have a heartbLU11' that 

only M2 reported vowel fronting in his own speech in the Chwungcheng 

dialect. Regarding individual differences, F3 in the Cella dialect, for instance, 

reported vowel fronting in a ll the test words in her own speech, but Fl, F4 

and Ml in the same dialect reported no vowel fronting in the test words in their 

own speech, while F2, PS and M2 repolted vowel fronting in some test words. 

To sum up, the present survey has shown the following in overall. First of all, 

we have noted from the above survey that vowel fronting does not apply 

uniformly in words whose intervening consonants or consonant clusters are of the 

same place of articuJation, regardless of whether the consonants are non

coronal or coronal, and that it does not apply unifolTJ1ly either across dialects or 

among individual speakers. Rather we have noted that Umlaut is conditioned by 

non-phonological variables such as lexical, dialectal and individual differences. 

Second, we have also noted that there is no s trict condition of cross

dialect validity concerning the place of articulation of an intervening consonant or 

cluster. Our survey has shown that not on ly non-coronal but also coronal 

consonants including afflicates and /IV can be either transparent or opaque 

to vowel fronting across survey dialects. 

Third, the results show that the Kyengsang data (5) reported by Hume 

(]990) is not representative of the patterns reported by the Kyengsang 

speakers. In order to provide a phonological account of why only affli cates 
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among coronal consonants function as blockers of Umlaut in the Kyengsang 

dialect, as in (5), Hume (]990) proposes that a Korean affri cate is alveolo

palatal with the secondary vocalic feature [coronal], thus blocking the spread 

of the voca lic feature from a fo llowing front vocoid. as shown in (7)15 

v c V 
I I I 

root root root 

place place place 

I C-~ ~ I 
V- pi V-pi V- pi 

II .. ''' 
[ corl [ corl 

[dor] 

(Hume 1990) 

The spread of the secondary vocalic featw'e [coronal] across affJi cates 

violates a universa l constraint against crossing the association line (e.g., 

Goldsmith 1976), because of the presence of the same feature in affricates. 

When intervening consonants are obs truents other than affricates, they are 

transparent in vowel fronting , due to the absence of the secondary vocalic 

feature [coronal] in those consonants in Hume's account 

However, as already shown in Table 2, Umlaut can occur even across an 

affricate (the context (b)) and a consonant cluster including an affricate (the 

context (f)) across di a lects including Kyengsang dialect Instead of consis

tently blocking Umlaut, as proposed by Hume (]990), our survey has shown 

that not only in the Kyengsang dialect but also in the other dialects, affri 

cates behave like the other coronal and non-coronal consonants in that they 

can be transparent or sometimes opaque to vowel fronting like the latter. 

Finally, some results of the survey do offer support for several earlier 

descri ptions in the li terature. We have noted from the present survey that 

1., In Hume (] 9C)0), Korean <Iffricates <Ire assumed to be p<Il<It<I1. but in Hume (1992) 
the,' are reinterpreted as alveolo-palatal. due to the assumption that palatals have no 
secondar,' voca lic feature [coronal]. 
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Umlaut occurs more often in southern dialects and then in middle dialects. as 

shown in T able 1. Our survey has shown lexical conclitioning and inclividual 

clifferences in a single clialect, which al so reminds us of Ahn's ( 987) socio

linguistic study of Korean Umlaut. Ahn proposed lexical conditioning of vowel 

fronting based on hi s survey of 120 native speakers of the southwest Cella 

clialect of South Korea which was conducted in Cencwu, the province where 

the dialect is spoken. His subjects ranged from teenagers to those in thei r 

sixties or more, with their socioeconomic status cli vided into four groups: 

upper. upper middle, lower middle and lower. He presented hi s subjects with forty 

potentia lly umlauting test words. In hi s survey, Umlaut was used more by 

older genera tions than by younger generations; and the higher the socio

economic sta tus to which a subject belonged, the less Umlaut s/ he employed. 

Furthemlore. according to Ahn's survey, hi s subjects had Umlaut in only 

a mean of 26.2% of the total of forty items. Recall that our subjects across 

the five cli a lects had Umlaut in a mean of 26% of seventeen items when 

the intervening consonant is a non-coronal, as shown in T able 1. In the 

case of cross-clialect mean across contexts, our subjects had Umlaut in a 

mean of 14%, as shown in T able 2. 

3. Proposal 

Based on our above survey, we propose that in Korean Umlaut the 

secondary vocalic fea ture [coronal] spreads to a prececling vowel across an 

intervening consonant or clus ter, regardless of its place of articulation, as 

represented in (8). 

(8) Korean Umlaut 

root root root 

C-pl 

V-pI V - pI locality 

[ coronal] 

[ dorsal] 
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We assume that Umlaut observes the Locality Condition in the sense of 

Odden (994). What we mean here by the Locality Condition is that the 

trigger and target of Umlaut are required to be 'local' within the V- pI 

plane, as shown in (8). Since an intervening consonant or cluster, regardless 

of its place of articulation, does not bear secondary articulations in our 

analysis, the target and trigger of Umlaut immediately dominated by the 

V -pI node are local to each other within the plane of the V -pI nodeHi But 

the C-pl node, to which its primary articulator feature of an intervening 

consonant or cluster is linked, is on a different plane from that of the V - pI 

node. Thus no consonant can block Umlaut, regardless of its place of 

articulation. Our assumption that the target and trigger vowel can 

characteri ze non-adjacent root nodes is justified by the fact that Umlaut 

applies across an intervening consonant or cluster. 

We also propose that Korean Umlaut is a case of the type of sound 

change called lexica l diffusion: context-by-context or item-by- item sound 

change11 According to Kiparsky (]995: 643) , an important clue to the 

identi ty of lexical di ffusion is "its dliftlike spread through the lexicon, by 

which it extends a phonological process context by context, and within each 

new context item by item. " 

In support of Korean Umlaut as a case of lexical diffusion, we can 

provide four pieces of evidence for the gradual word-by-word, context-by

context extention of the scope of Umlaut from the survey: the core 

environment of Umlaut -- mono morphemic native Korean nouns and verbs 

-- is loosened such that the context for Umlaut is extended to a) some 

native Korean adverbs18; b) some Sino-Korean words; cl some native 

Korean or some other Sino-Korean words suffixed by the subject marker /i/; 
and d) the tJigger of Umlaut is loosened such that it is extended to the high 

front rounded vowel /y/ We di scuss these four pieces of evidence in tum below. 

First, vowel fronting often applies in some native Korean adverbs. As in 

monomorphemic native Korean nouns and verbs, the present survey shows 

the similar lexical conditioning of Umlaut and individuaVdialectal differences 

as well when test words are adverbs, as in (9). 

16 For phonological and phonetic evidence that Korean affricates do not bear 
secondary articulations, see Kim (1997, 1999a, b). 

17 See Wang (]979), Labov (]994), Kiparsky (]988. 1995), Lee (999) and the 
references cited there for general discussion of lexical diffusion in the literature. 

IS In this respect Choi (] 989) also considers Umlaut as a case of diffusion. 
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(9) 
umlauted 

altem ants 

/ ;}fS ikanhi/ [e.dzi.ganhi] 'fairly 

/k'utsilk'ufSiV [k'y .azi1.k'y .azil} nastily 

/ tasil [t£.si] again 

/ puti/ [py.di ] 'please 
, 

/ ;·ifS' inal [e.fS'i.na] 'how, very 

/katsil;}nhi/ [k£.azi.f;}n.hi] 'trimlY. neatly 

/k'ats ilakk'afSilak/ [k'£.azi.rak.k'£.dzi.rak] 'li stlessly 

/ p';:mfSi lp' dntsi V [p'enozil .p'en:cIzil} 'sleekly 

l p' ;:mtsi Iili/ [p'en.Qzi.ri. fi} greasily,glossly 

/ salfS'aki/ [sal.fS'£.gi] softly 

/kansinhi/ [k£n. s in.hi] 'barely, hardly 

Ip'all i! [p'£I.Ii ] 
, 
quickly 

As in monomorphemic native Korean nouns and verbs, the subjects had 

vowel fronting in certain adverbs more than in other adverbs. For ins tance, 

the subjects across dialects reported vowel front ing across a coronal 

affri cate or a cluster including a coronal affricate in the adverbs /;}tsikanhi! 

'fairly', / p';}n tsilp';}nfs iV 'sleekly ' and / p';}nfS ililil 'greasily, glossly' in their own 

speech more than in the other test words in (9). But in the adverb /dts'inal 

'so, qui te' our subjects reported no vowel fronting, though the intervening 

consonant / fS '/ is an affri cate, as in the three adverbs /dts ikanhi/ 'fai rly', 

Ip';}nfS ilp';}ntsiV 'sleekly' and / p';}nfSilil i/ 'greasily, glossly'. The subjects across 

dialects reported no vowel fronti ng in the adverbs / tasi! 'again' and / puti/ 

'please', but a few subjects across dialects reported vowel fronting across the 

consonant /sl in the adverb /kansinhil 'barely, hardly'. The sw-vey also 

shows that across dialects the subjects except M5 in the Seoul di alect had no 

vowel fronting in / p'al li! 'quickly'. Four of ten subjects in the Kyengsang 

dialect reported vowel fronting in Isalts'aki/ 'softly', but no subjects in the 

Seoul and Chwungcheng dialects reported vowel fronti ng in the adverb. 

In addi tion to such lexical conditioning and individual differences, dialectal 

differences were also reported when tes t words are adverbs, as in (9) . 

Table 5 below shows the percentage of "0" responses in each dialect. 

The percentage of "0" responses across dialects is 21 %, among whi ch the 

subjects in the Cella dialect reported vowel fronting the most frequently 

(37%) and those in the Chwungcheng dialect reported vowel fronting the 
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least frequently (2%) in their speech. 

Table 5 The percentage of "0" responses in native Korean adverbs 

Kyengsang 24 
Cella 37 
Seoul 18 

Kyengki 23 
Chwungcheng 2 

21 

Such lexical. individual and dialectal differences in the adverbs in (9) are 

similar to those observed in monomorphemic nati ve Korean nouns and verbs, 

and thi s leads us to say that Umlaut extends it s scope also into adverbs. 

Second, Umlaut usually does not apply in Sino- Korean words, as shown in (l0). 

(10) 

/ sa+pi/ [sa.bi] '[s£bi] pJivate expense 

/ sa + ki/ [sa.g i] '[s£gi] 'fraud' 

/kri+tsV [kritshi] ·[ke.tshi] 'defemlent 

/ no+ pi/ [nobi] ·[n0.bi] 'servant' 

/ pho + ki/ [pho.gi] *[ph0.gi] surrender 

/ so+ fShi/ [so.tShi] *[s0.fShi] 'result' 

/ku + pi/ [ku.bi] *[ky.bi] 'equipment' 

But in the present survey of some Sino-Korean words, two of seven 

subjects in the Cella dialect rejXlrted vowel fronting in their own speech in 

the three Sino- Korean words / s;:)k + ju/ ·petroleum', / am +ki/ 'memory' and 

/hak + kjo/ 'school'19 Except one subject in the Kyengsang dialect who 

reported vowel fronting in the word /hak + kjo/ 'school' , no other subjects 

reported vowel frant ing in their speech. Thus the percentage of their usage 

of umlauted altemants across di alects is 3%, as shown in Table 2 (j). 

Third, additional data in support of the lexical diffusion of Umlnut comes 

frol11 nati ve Korean and Sino-Korean words followed by the subject marker 

/ i/ in the survey.20 Seven of the thirty four subjects rejXlrted having vowel 

fronting in [[l11am]1\ i] 'mind'+ subj. in thei r own speech: two in the 

1') See Appendix 2 (j ) for the Sino- Korean tes t words in the surve!·. 

2il See i\ppendix 2 (i) for the test words. 
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Kyengsang dialect ; three in the Cella dialect; one in the Seoul dialect and 

the Kyengki dialect. respectively. In the Cella dialect, two subjects reported 

having umlauted altemants in the three test words -- [[kam]~ i] 'persimmon' + 
subj .. [[t<lk]" i] 'virtue' + subj , and [[ w<llkjp]" i] 'monthly payment' + subj . 

Finally, the fac t that the high front rounded vowel / y/ can tJi gger Umlaut 

can also be regarded as additional data in support of the lexical diffus ion of 

Umlaut. As in the previous cases in section 2, the vowel fronting tJiggered 

by the vowel /y/ shows three types of non- phonological valiables: lexical, 

di alectal and individual differences. In the three test words -- / tutritsy/ 

'mole', / ipsaky/ 'leaf' , and / samaky/ 'mantis' -- the subjects reported vowel 

fronting, and among the three test words, they reported vowel fronting 

more in the test word / ipsaky/ 'leaf' than in the other two tes t words. In 

addition to such a lexical conditioning, the survey shows individual 

differences. Three subjects in the Kyengsang dialect, two subjects in the 

Cell a dialect, and two subjects in the Kyengki dialect reported vo"vel 

fronting in the test word / ipsaky/ 'leaf' in their own speech. whereas in the 

word / tutdfSy/ 'mole' only two subjects in the Kyengsang di alect and in the 

Cella dialect, reported vowel fronting. No subjects in the Seoul and 

Chwungcheng dialects reported vowel fronting in the test words. 

As for di alectal di fferences, T able 6 below shows the percentage of "0" 

responses in each dialect. The percentage of "0" responses across dialects 

is 7%, among which our subjects in the Kyengsang dialect reported vowel 

fronti ng the most frequently (17%) and those in the Seoul and 

Chwungcheng dialects reported no vowel fronting. 

Table 6 The percentage of "0" responses when the target vowel is fol lowed 

by the high front rounded vowel /y/ 

Kyengsang 17 
Cella 5 
Seoul 0 
Kyengki 13 
Chwungcheng 0 

7 

So far we have provided four pieces of evidence for the lexical diffusion 

of Umlaut context by context: the core envi ronment of Umlaut is loosened 

such that the context for Umlaut is extended to a) some native Korean 

adverbs; b) some Sino-Korean words; cl some native Korean or some other 
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Sino-Korean words suffixed by the subject marker /i/; and d) the trigger of 

Umlaut is loosened such that it is e,xtended to the high front rounded vowel / y/ 

4. Conclusion 

In thi s paper we have shown from the survey that Korean Umlaut is 

conditioned by the three types of non- phonological vHli abil ities: lexical, 

dialectal and indi vidual differences, and also that it can occur no matter 

whether an intervening consonant or cluster is non-coronals or coronals 

including a ffri cates . Given the results of the survey. we have proposed that 

Korean Umlaut is phonologically represented as the spread of the secondary 

voca lic featu re [coronal] to a preceding vowel across an intervening 

consonant or cluster. regardless of its place of a rticulation. Wc have a lso 

proposed that Korean Umlaut is a kind of sound change called lexical 

diffu sion. according to which sound change spreads through the lexicon 

context by context and item by item within each new context. 

Consequently, based on the present survey, we can conclude tha t Korea n 

affri cates pattern together with the other "alveolar" coronal in Korean 

Umlaut, indicating they are not alveolo- palatals. and that the process of 

Umlaut in Korean propagates itself g radually context by context and word 

by word through the lex icon. though differentia ted by lexica l. di alecta l and 

indi vidual differences. 

Appendix 1 

a. The subjects in the Kyengsang dialect 

age bi rth place occupation 

Fl: 30's Pusan student 

F2: 20's Pusan student 

F3: 30's T aykwu student 

F4: 30's Phohang student 

F5: 30's Masan student 

Ml: 30' s Kyengnam government offi cial 

M2: 30's Pusan student 

lV13: 50's T aykwu arti st 

1\14: 40's Kyengnam pastor 

M5: 30's Pusan student 
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b. The subjects in the Cella dialect 

F2: 40's Kimce artist 

F3: 40's Nacwu housewife 

F4: 20's Cenpuk student 

F5: 20's Kwangcwu student 

1\11 : 40's Cenpuk government offi cial 

M2: 40's 1\lokpho businessman 

c. The subjects in the Seoul dialect 

F J: 30's Seoul student 

F2: 30's Seoul government official 

F3: 30's Seoul government official 

M1: 40's Seoul government official 

1\12: 40's Seoul government official 

1\13: 30's Seoul government official 

M4: 40's Seoul businessman 

M5: 30's Seoul student 

d. The subjects in the Kyengki dialect 

Fl : 30's Swuwen student 

F2: 30's Inchen student 

F3: 10's Ichen student 

Ml: 40's Inchen government official 

M2: 10's Ichen student 

e. The subjects in the Chwungcheng dialect 

M1: 40's Yesan government official 

M2: 40's Chwungnam government official 

1\13: 30's Chwungnam artist 

M4: 30's T aycen student 
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Appendix 2 

a. the intervening consonant is non-coronal: 

/ aki/ [a.gi] 

umlauted 

altemants 

[egi] 'baby' 

/ s;:mJk'akts;loi/ [s;l. uLk'ak.ts;)o.i] [s;l.ulk'ak fs£!l. i] 

'shrewd Seoulite' 

/ s;lk ' + i + tal [s;l.k'i .da] [se.k'i.da] 'to mi x' + pass. 

/ sak + i + tal [sa.gi.da] [segi .da] 'to calm oneself 

Ik'ak' + i+ tal [ka.k'i.da] [k'£.k'i .da] 'to trim' +pass . 

/Guk + i+ tal [fsu.gida] [fsy.gi.da] 'to kill' +caus. 

/ ;lkital [d.gi .da] [e.gida] 'to violate 

/ p'dkital [p';lgi.da] [p'e.gi.da] 'to be haughty 

/kafsami/ [ka.dza.mi] [ka.dzemi] 'fla tfi sh' 

/ sok + i+ tal [so.gi.da] [s0.gi.da] 'to cheat'+caus. 

/ sonrsap + i/ [son.dZa.bi] [son.dzebi ] 'handle, knob' 

/ thopak+i/ [tho.ba.gi] [tho.begi] nati ve 

ikoki/ [ko.gi] [k0.gi] 'meat' 

/ api/ [a.bi] [ebi] 'father 
, 

ikapjdptal [ka.bj ;)p.t'a] [kc.bj;lp.t'a] 'to be light' 

/ ipsaky/ [ip.s'a.gy] [ip.s'egy] 'leaf' 

/ samaky/ [sa.ma.gy] [sa.m£.gy] 'manti s' 

~05 
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b. the intervening consonant is a coronal affrica te: 

/tshdtsital 

/ tshatsihatal 

/ ;:>tsikanhil 

[fs\l .dZida] 

[ts"a.clZi.ha da] 

[;:>.clZi.kan hi] 

umlauted 

altemants 

[fshe.clZi.da] 'to hang down' 

[tsh£.dzi. ha.da] 'to occupy' 

[e.dZi.kan.hi] 'fairl y' 

/ mufs ikinhata l [mu.dZi.gin .hada][my.dZi.gin.ha.da] 

'to feel heavy 

/k'ots iptal [k 'o.dZip.t'a] [k'0.dZipt'a] 'to pinch' 

/k'utsilk 'ufs il! [k'u.dzi l.k'u.dzi I][k'y.dzil.k'y .dzil] 'nastily' 

/k'utsilehatal [k'u.dZi.re. ha.da][k'}· .dzi.re. hada] 'to be filthy 

/ ;JtSilta! [;:>.dzil.da] [e.Ozi l.da] 'to be benevolent' 

/ tafsita! [ta.dzi.da] [tcdzi.da] 'to harden 

/kdfs i/ [kddzi] [ke.Ozi] 'beggar 

/ patsi/ [pa.dzi] [p£.dzi] 'pant' 

/ mafsimakl [madzi .mak] [m£.clZi .mak] 'the last' 

/ mafsV [ma.fshi] [m£.fshi] 'like' 

/ mats + hi + tal [ma.ts\da] [m£.ts\da] 'to guess right ' 

/k' afs"il hata! [k'a.fs"il. ha.da] [k'£.fshil.ha.da] 'to be haggard' 

/kdtshil ta! [k;Jtshi l.da] [ke.fshil.da] 'to be rough' 

/k 'dfshi lhatal [k'dtshil.ha.da] [k'e.fsh il.ha da] 

'to look emacia ted' 

/ dfs'ina! [d.fs' i.na] [e.tS' i.na] 'how, very' 

/ <lfs'ilha tal [<ltS' il.ha.da] [e.tS' il.ha.da] 'to be di zzy 

/kafsi l<lnhatal [ka.dzi .fdn.ha.da][k£.dzi.fdn.ha.da] 'to be in order 

/katsil<l nhi/ [ka.dzi.fdn.hi] [k£.dzi.fdn.hi] 'trimly, neatly' 

/hutSital [hu.dzida] [hy.dzi.da] 'to be inferior 

lp"<ltSital [ph<l.dzida] [phe.dzi .da] 'to spread' 

/ tut<ltSy/ [tu.d<ldzy] [tu.de.dzy] 'mole' 

/ totSita! [to.dzi .da] [to.dzi.da] 'to spread' 

/katSi/ [kadZi] [k£.dzi] 'eggplant, branch' 

/ tS<lfs + hi + tal [fsd(t).fshi .da] [fs£( t)tshi.da] 'to tum over' 

/k'atsi lakk'atSi lakl[k 'a.dzi.rak.k 'a.dzirak] [k'£.dzi.rak.k'cdzi. rak] 

'listlessly' 
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c. the intervening consonant is a coronal stop, fricati ve or nasa l: 

umlauted 

altemants 

/ mati/ [ma.dil [mc.di l 'knot 

/ tasi/ [ta.sil [tc.sil again 

/ masital [ma.sida] [mc.si.dal 'to dlink' 

/ tdtital [td.di .dal (te.di.dal 'to be late' 

/ mutital [mu.di.dal [my.di.dal 'to be dull ' 

/ p;:lt\tal [Pd. thi.dal [peii.dal 'to throwaway 
, 

/kasi/ [ka.sil [kc.sil 'thom 

/kasinal [ka.si.nal [kcsi.nal 'lass 

/ afSas'i/ [a.md.s'il [a.dze.s'il 'uncle' 

/kaniltal [kd. nil.dal [ke.nil.dal 'to stroll' 

/ puti/ [pu.dil [py.dil 'please 

/ tanital [ta.ni.dal [tcni.dal 'to attend' 

d. the intervening consonant is IV: 
umlauted 

altemants 

/pdlital (pd.ri.dal [pe.ri.dal 'to throwaway 

/ fShalital [fSha.ri.dal [Eh.ri.dal 'to prepare 

/ talital (ta.ri .dal [tLri.dal 'to iron 

/kalital [ka.ri.dal [kcri .dal 'to hide, choose 
, 

/ s'ilital [s' i.ri.dal [s'i.ri .dal 'to burn 

/kilital [ki.ri .dal [ki.ri .dal 'to draw 

/ tsali tal [tsa.ri .dal [tse.ri .dal 'to be sore 
, 

/kaljaptal [ka.rjdp. t' al [kc.rj ap.t'al 'to be tickli sh' 

/ alital [a.ri .dal [e.ri .dal 'to be young 

/ aljaptal [d.rj ap.t'a] [e.rj ap.t'a] 'to be difficult' 
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e. the intervening consonant cluster is non - coronal: 
umlauted 
altemants 

/ mak + hi + tal 
/kam + ki + tal 
/tsam + ki + tal 
/sak+hi + ta! 
/ makhi + ta! 
/ pak + hi + tal 
/ sam + ki + ta! 
iaukhita/ 
/ rsap + hi + ta! 
/ samkhida! 
/ tsak + hi + tal 
/ rshauphi/ 
/ sum + ki + tal 
/ jakkjapta! 

[ma( k).k"i.da] 
[kamgi .da] 

[rsamgi.da] 
[sa(k).khi.da] 
[ma(k).khi.ta] 
[pa(k).khida] 

[samgi.da] 
[au.k"i.da] 
[[Sa(p).p"ida] 
[samkhi.da] 
[[Sa( k).khi.da] 
[[Shan.phi] 

[sumgi.daJ 
[jakk'jap.t'a] 

[me(k).k"i .daP 
[kcmgi.da] 

[tscmgi.da] 
[sc(k) k"i.da] 
[mc(k).khi.da] 
[p£(k) khi .da] 
[semgida] 
[eu.khi.da] 
[rsc(p).p"i.da] 
[scmkhi.da] 
[tse(k) khi .da] 
[tShE!j.phi] 

[sym.gi.da] 
[j ekk 'jap t'aP2 

'to eat' + pass. 
'to shut' + pass. 

'to soak' + pass. 

'to digest' 
'toobstruct' + pass. 
'to nail' + pass. 
'to serve' 
'to get tangled' 
'to catch' +caus. 
'to swallow' 
'to wlite' + pass. 
'shame' 
'to conceal' 
'to feel sick' 

f. the intervening consonant cluster includes a coronal affricate: 
umlauted 
altem ants 

/kanrsilapta! [kan.Qzi fdp.t'a] [krn.azi.rap.t'a] 'to be tickli sh' 
/ mantSita! [man.mi .da] [mcn.mi.da] 'to touch' 
/ p'anfSilp'anrsiV [p'an ffZil.p'an.Ozil] [p'en Ozil.p'en.dZil] 'sleekly' 
/ panrsililil [pan.ffZi.ri .riJ [pen.ffZi.ri.ri] 'greasily, glossly' 
/ salrshita! [sal. rshi.da] [sel.rshi.da] 'to work halfway' 
/kalrshita! [kal.rshi.da] [kel.rs"i.da] 'to extend, stretch' 
/ salrs'akil [saJ.rs'a.gi] [sal. rs'c.gi] 'softly' 
/ anrs"ita! [an.rs"i.da] [en.rshi.da] 'to have indigestion' 
/apheshita! [ap.fS"i.da] [ep.rshi.da] 'to turn upside down' 
/k'ames' ikhata! [k'am fS' ik.ha.ta][k'cmts'ik .ha.ta] 'to be precocious' 
Ik'akrsi/ [kak.rs'i] [k'Ck.rs 'i] 'pod' 
/ tsars+hi +ta! [fSa(t).eshi.da] [fSc(t).eshi.da] 'to lean back'+caus. 

21 When a verb-stem final consonant is followed by the suffix / hil, there are t\Vo 

accounts of the surface phonological representation of the stem- final consonant. One is 
that the s tem- final consonant is coalesced with the suffix- initial consonant / hl bl' a 
single process, as in [kh] in [md.k\da] (e.g. Cho 1~). The other is that it remain~ in 
its neutralized foml with the coalesced segment together in spelling pronunciation. as in 
Dd in [mdk.khi.daJ. while it is deleted in fast speech. giving e.g. [md.k\da] (e.g. Kim
H.enaud 1974, Iverson and KiJn- Renaud 1994). Though it is not relevant to our present 
discussion whether or not the stem- final consonant rem.:,uns on the surface, we follow the 
latter approach in our transcription here giving the stem- final consonant in parenthesis. 

?l ln Korean a consonant after an obs tT1lent becomes tense br vi rtue of the 
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g . the intervening consonant cluster consists of a non-coronal consonant 
and a coronal consonant other than an affricate: 

umlauted 
altemants 

/ripsinj rikita! [rip.sinjri.g i.da] [ep.s in.jd.gi.da] ' to despise 

/ tat + hi + ta! [ta(t)rshi .da] [tc(t) .rs\daF3 'to close' + caus. 

/an + ki +ta! [an.gi .da] [cn.gi.da] 'to embrace' + caus. 

/ PrlS + ki + ta! [Prl(t ).k'i .da] [pe ( t ). k ' i.daF~ 'to take off' + caus. 

/kamanhi/ [ka.man.hi] [ka. mcn.hi] 'silently 
/ salphita! [sal.phi.da] [sCl.phi.da] ' to inspect" 

/ dPSi/ [dp si] [ep.si] 'without' 

Ik"alkita! [k'al.gi .da] [k'cl.gi.da] 'to scribble' 

/ hanki l/ [han.giJ] [hcn.gin 'bi g street 

h. the intervening consonant cluster is entirely coronal and 
contains no affricate: 

umlauted 
altem ants 

/ fSanti/ [rsan.di] [rscn.di] grass 
/kjdntita/ [kj dn.di.da] [kjen.di.da] 'to endw-e 

/ mantil tal [man.dil.da] [mcn.dil.da] 'to make 
/kansinhi/ [kan. sinhi ] [kcn.sin.hi] 'barely, hardl y' 

/ al+li + ta! [al.li .da] [cl.li .da] 'to know' +caus. 

/ sal + li + ta! [sal.li .daJ [scl.lida] 'to make alive 

I phal + li + tal [pha l. li .da] [phcl.l i.da] 'to sell '+pass. 

/ tSal + li + ta! [rsa l.li .dal [fScl.li .da] 'to cut' +pass. 
/k'a l + li + ta! [k 'al.lida] [k'cl.li .dal 'to spread' + pass. 

/kdl + li + ta! [kdl.li .da] [kel.li .dal 'to hang' +caus. 

/ tallita! [tal.li.da] [tcLli.da] 'to run 
/k'il + li + ta! [k'il.li .da] [k'il.li .da] 'to pull' +caus. 
/ fd l + li + ta! [fdl.h.da] [t'el.li .da] 'to shake' +caus. 

/ p'alli/ [p'al.li ] [p'cLIi] 'quickly' 

/ maliita! [mal.li .da] [mcl.li .da] 'to get dry 

/kullita! [kul.li.da] [kyl.li.da] 'to roll' 

/ Pdliita! [PdI.Ii .da] [pel.li .da] 'to open 

/ tol + li + ta! [to1.1ida] [t0I.1i.da] 'to turn' +caus. 

/ fSol + li + ta! [rsol.li .da] [tS0I.1i .da] 'to fall as leep 

independent rule of Post- obstruent Tensing (e.g. Kim- Henaud 1974), as in the second 
IV and It! in Ij~kkj~pta/ 'to feel sick'. 

2l The stem- final stop IV is affrica ted when followed b~- the causative suffix /hi!. 

2 1 The frica tive Isl is neutrali7.ed in to [tl in coda position in Korean. 
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1. when a native Korean or Sino-Korean word is followed by the 
subject marker / i/ 

/ mam+ i/ 

/ salam +i/ 

/kam+ i/ 

/ tdk+i/ 

/kuk +i/ 

/ wdlkip+ i/ 

[ma.mi] 

[sa.ra.mi] 

[ka.miJ 

[td.gi] 

[ku.gi] 

[wdl.gi.bi] 

umlauted 
altemants 

[m£.mi] 'mind' + subj . 

[sa.r£.rni] 'person' + subj . 

[k£.miJ 'persinmlon' + subj. 

[te.gil 'virtue' + subj. 

[ky.gi] 'soup'+subj. 

[wdl.gi.bi] 'monthly payment' + subj . 

j. Sino-Korean words whose second morpheme contains / i/ or / j/ 

/ fS;mki/ 
/ is;:msin/ 
/ sdkju/ 

/ amki/ 

;11akkjo/ 

[fSdn.gi] 

[fSdD.sin] 

[sd.gjul 

[am.gi] 

[hak.k 'jo] 

[fSen.g il 

[fSen·s inl 

[se.gj ul 

[£m.gi] 

[h£k.k'jol 

Appendix 3 

'electricitr 

'spirit' 

'petroleum 

memorizing 

'school' 

When the intervening consonant I S 11/ (10 items) 

a. the Kyengsang dialect (10 subjects) 

[pe. ri .dal 

[rsh£.ri .dal 

[t£.ri .dal 

[k£.ri.dal 

[s' i.ri .dal 

[ki .ri .dal 

[rse.ri .dal 

[k£.fjdp.t 'al 

[e.ri .dal 

[e.rjdpt'al 

Total 

Total 
Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 "0" 

responses 
ox xo x 0 x xxx 3 
0000 x ox 0 008 

00 xo x 00 0008 

o x x x x xx x 0 x 2 

o xo xx 000007 

00 x xx 00 0007 

xo x xx 00 0006 

x x x x x xx 0 x x 

00 x 0 x xx 0 xx 4 

o x x 0 x xx x xo 3 

49 

"0" responses 8 5 2 5 0 6 4 766 49 
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b. the Cella dialect (7 subjects) 

Total 

FI F:2 F3 F4 F5 MI M:2 " " 0 

responses 

[pe.ri .da] x x 0 x x x 0 :2 
[fSh£.ri.da] x 0 0 x 0 x 0 4 

[t£.ri.da] x 0 0 x 0 x x 3 
[kui.da] x 0 0 x x x 0 3 
[s' i.ri.da] x x 0 x x x 0 ' ) 

[ki .ri.da] x x 0 x x x 0 :2 
Cfse. ri .da] x 0 0 x x x 0 3 
[kujrip.t'a] x x 0 x x x 0 2 
[e. ri .da] x x 0 x x x 0 :2 
[e.rj rip.t 'a] x x 0 x x x x 

24 
T otal 

" " 0 4 10 0 :2 0 8 24 0 responses 

c. the Seoul dialect (8 subjects) 

Total 

FI F2 F3 MI M2 M3 M4 M5 " " 0 

responses 

[pe.ri .da] x x x x x x x x 0 

[EShc.ri .da] x 0 x x x x x x I 
[t£.ri .da] x 0 x x x 0 0 0 4 
[kc. i.da) x x x x x x 0 x I 
[s'i. ri .da) x x x x x x x x 0 

[ki.ri.da] x x x x x x x x 0 

[ESe.ri .da] x x x x 0 x 0 x 2 
[kc.rjrip.t'a] x x x x x x 0 x I 

[e.ri .da] x x x x x x x x 0 

[e.rjrip.t'a] x x x x x x 0 x 
10 

Total 
" " 0 2 0 0 5 10 0 responses 
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d. the Kyengki dialect (5 subjects) 

Total 

Fl F2 F3 Ml M2 " " 0 

responses 

[pe.ri .da] 0 0 x x x 2 
[tshui.da] 0 x x 0 0 3 

[tc ri da] 0 0 x 0 0 4 
[kui.da] x x x x x 0 

[s' i.ri .da] x x x x 0 1 

[kirida] x x x x x 0 

[fse. ri .da] x x x x x 0 

[k£, rj ;:)p.t'a] x x x x x 0 

[e.ri.da] x x x x x 0 

[e. rjClP.t'a] x x x 0 x 
11 

Total 
" " 3 2 0 3 3 1l 0 responses 

e. the Chwungcheng dialect (4 subjects) 

Total 

Ml M2 M3 M4 " " 0 

responses 

[pe,ri .da] x x x x 0 
[fsh£,ri.da] x x x x 0 

[tCri .da] x x x h 0 

[ke.ri.da) x x x x 0 

[s' i.ri .da) x 0 x x 1 

[ki.ri.da] x x x x 0 

[fse. ri .da] x x x x 0 

[ke .rj;.lP.t'a] x x x x 0 

[e,ri.da] x x x x 0 

[e,rjap.t'a] x x x x 0 

Total 
" " 0 0 0 0 responses 
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